MUSIC STUDENTS IN RECITAL TO RELIEVE BELGIAN SUFFERING

MRS. STARBUCK AND SAVITRENКА STUDENTS TO PLAY FOR BELGIAN MUSICIANS

Protests From The Small Majority Will Help Belgium Children Who Are Receiving Only Poor-Rate Food

A recital will be given for the benefit of the Belgian relief fund Sunday night at 8 o'clock at the conservatory of music under the direction of Walter T. Copeland. Most of the program will be presented by students of the school. Mr. Copeland will be at the piano.

"The orchestra believes that those students who are capable of understanding the music of this country should give of their skills whenever possible," said Mr. Copeland yesterday on his way out of the conservatory. "For instance, we have many students here who are accepted into American universities but who cannot come to this country. We feel that it is our obligation and duty to help whenever possible."
OUR FOUNDATION

That one of the first acts of the first state legislature of Iowa should be the establishment of a state University is characteristic of the spirit which has made this mid-western state one of the first in educational progress and which is to-day active among the million Jewish citizens. The act, which is printed on another page of this issue of the Iowan, shows a far-sightedness on the part of the legislators, in providing every means not only for the advancement of the state as a whole, but for the development of the educational system as the state grows.

Section one makes sure that the institution will always be a truly representative State University, and not a school for the advancement of any one class or sect, by specifying that the rights of all pupils shall be controlled by an all-religious denominational Board.

The thirty and one-half buildings, 510 rooms, and over 1600 students of the University, with all its courses and equipment, show how well the foundation was established.

The Pl Sol Gf Phil freshmen will be surrounded by Thursday afternoon at a tea at their homes on Blossom street. The Alpha Chi Omega and Kappa Kappa Gamma pledge will be their guests.

Kathryn Bixen has been taken to the Mercy hospital where she is suffering from a nervous breakdown. Her mother arrived from Paterson.

W. E. Beck was unable to meet his mathematics classes in the Chapel university over the week.

Prof. E. D. Starkweather was in Chicago on Tuesday.

C. E. Schenker was in Des Moines Monday to conduct a meeting of the department of the狰y at her time. 800 South Dodge street at eleven Tuesday evening.

The MIDLAND SCHOOLS TEACHERS' AGENCY

AT THE IOWA CITY.

The last two months have been filled thousands of the best teaching positions west of the Mississippi river. Due to the current depression, they are most liberal and offered, and the importance of advertising, is to be able as a guarantee satisfactory service. Write today for prices.

C. S. SCROGGINS, Proprietor and Manager

LARGEST COLLEGE HOSPITAL AND ENDOWED DISPENSARY IN THE UNITED STATES.

UNUSUAL CLINICAL OPPORTUNITIES IN GREAT NEW YORK.

Write Dr. E. Van Hooft, M. D., Sheepshead Bay, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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OPEN HOUSE
At either of the Racine Stores you’ll find “Open House” at any time. You are welcome to call in while waiting for cars, enjoy the lounging chairs and keep warm.

Plan on meeting the “fellows” at RACINES

ENGELNT THEATRE, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8
THURSDAY NIGHT

The Boston English Opera Company Presents

JOSExP. SHERMAN
AND
Mlle. NELLI GARIN
America’s foremost Tenor
The Goddess of France
Supported by a Special Company and Chorus and Augmented Orchestra in a Sublime Production of Verdi’s Masterpiece

IL TROVATORE

Amerias has never heard such a performance of IL TROVATORE outside of a few large music centers and only at high prices.

In addition to America's greatest "Mario" and Europe's greatest "Lenora" the list includes Artists, each and every one selected for their excellence in the role they depict.

It is "IL TROVATORE de Luxe" the present generation may never again have an opportunity of hearing such a beautiful opera with an eminent cast.

Prices, 50s to $2.00
Best Seat Opens Tuesday, Feb. 6
Mail Orders Now Accepted. Mail orders accepted by recommendation.

LAURA SWEN
Mathematics Instructor
La Salle College

SUNDAY THEATRE—Monday and Tuesday, February 13 and 14.

OUTLOOK
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Our "Phone Number"
Clip This

Cost of International Faxes
Joseph P. Sheehan
Mss. M dell Gardini
Eli E. Sellen
Edmund Dunfee
Count di Luna
Robert W. Jr.
Ferrando
Florencina St. Clair
John Winding
Johann Ross
Conductor


Contemporary, Engineer.
My hand as well as
And I'm glad that I
Am not guilty.

Dwight Free Press.
My health is not.
Bill Hurst, Stores.
Am I not a

Dailly Times.
With my blind eye,

Bill Hurst, Stores.
Am I not a

Am not a fly.

There are two new directors in English this semester who will introduce some new instruction in the department of English.

FOLK RENT—Suite of Modern Furnished rooms, free heat, free & Claim.

Call at once— imperial avenue.

WHAT IS A LIBERTY? I.

This Legislative Act, Nearly
70 Years Old, Established and Located The State University


FOR TEXT-BOOKS

1. R 1
2. "Y" and Rl;
3. "Y" and Rl;
4. Agnes Fleming

THURSDAY

Fassone
Soprano
Agnes D'Arri
Rhiilzaie Windfield
Phyllis Kubbeck
Caroline Mitchell
William Young
Billy Hart
F. B. Wessmaitel
Contrabass
William Hallister
Marie Manning
Thomas
Negro Taft
Joseph La Verne
William Oldfield
William Young
Bill "Red"
F. B. Wessmaitel
Marian Deval

Basses
Marcella Staggin
John Abbott
Harry Davies
John O'Neill
Frank Behan

Special Opera Orchestra

Pianos

Singing Choral

Weber

Overture to "Das Rheingold"
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TEACHING CLAIMS LEADING SCHOLARS
43 PER CENT OF F. B. K. GRADES DURING TEN YEAR PERIOD NOW IN SCHOOL ROOM

That teaching is chosen as a profession by the great majority of students who graduate with the best records in scholarship is shown by records kept in the alumni bureau of the University. Forty-five per cent of the graduates who made Phi Beta Kappa, the honorary scholarship fraternity, in the last ten years, are now teaching.

Less than 4 per cent of the distinguished graduates follow any other profession. In the whole list are five lawyers, four journalists, one post and teacher, one writer, one minister, one accountant, one banker, and one doctor. Eight are taking graduate courses while more than twice as many girls as men have been elected to Phi Beta Kappa. More than twice as many men have graduated with the best records in scholarship in the arts, sculpture, architecture, and painting of that time. The lecture course will be given, the third and fourth weeks of the first term of the academic session in connection with the conference of reception workers. It will deal with the various forms and illustrations of Christian art.

These courses will be of interest to teachers and to undergraduates.

The board of control of the women's athletic association will meet at the women's gymnastium at 4:30 Wednesday afternoon.

A. B. Gilbert of the extension division went to Newton Tuesday to address the business men of that city. He is starting a short course there.

The freshmen of the Gamma Pi Beta sorority will entertain the upper classmen at dinner at the Kappa Sigma house on November 14.

The lecture course will be given at 9 P.M. in cell 17, on the second course Wednesday evening.

The American Indian club announces that its members will meet at 2:30 on November 12th at 1229 State.

The University of Iowa is in extraordinary fact to the ordinary woman who has been elected to Phi Beta Kappa than men. In the total membership of the eighty-six chapters record who may graduate from the University there are about 2,210 men and only 8,000 women.

OFFERS NEW COURSES IN HISTORY OF ART
Dr. C. H. Wolter will offer three new courses in the history of art during the summer session.

The first course will deal with French painting. It will take up the different schools and their connection with recent history.

The second course will take up the study of Athens and all the ancient works of the art, sculpture, architecture, and painting of that time. The lecture course will be given from Wednesday, November 14, 1917, in the third and fourth weeks of the first term of the academic session in connection with the conference of reception workers. It will deal with the various forms and illustrations of Christian art.

These courses will be of interest to teachers and to undergraduates.

The board of control of the women's athletic association will meet at the women's gymnastium at 4:30 Wednesday afternoon.

A. B. Gilbert of the extension division went to Newton Tuesday to address the business men of that city. He is starting a short course there.

The freshmen of the Gamma Pi Beta sorority will entertain the upper classmen at dinner at the Kappa Sigma house on November 14.

The lecture course will be given at 9 P.M. in cell 17, on the second course Wednesday evening.

The American Indian club announces that its members will meet at 2:30 on November 12th at 1229 State.

The University of Iowa is in extraordinary fact to the ordinary woman who has been elected to Phi Beta Kappa than men. In the total membership of the eighty-six chapters record who may graduate from the University there are about 2,210 men and only 8,000 women.

ZOOLOGY INVITATIONS FOR ZOOLOGY CLUB MEETING

The following unique invitations have been sent out for the meeting of the Zoology club this week.

Group I: Dr. Charles A. Bessey, director of the Iowa State College Museum of Zoology; Dr. Robert H. Iverson, professor of zoology, and Dr. Charles J. presence. All members of the party must be graduate students in zoology and must be able to carry on independent research work. They must pay their expenses and serve as members of the University.

The list is to a certain extent provisional as more available applicants from outside the University will present themselves, and their applications will receive serious consideration.

In addition to the entomologist, one entomologist will be engaged. An engineer who understands the gas engine and who can experiment the making of engines and other instruments to be used in collecting material will also be needed.

MEN'S GLEE CLUB CONCERT

Natural Science Auditorium

8 P.M. - 8 P.M.

ADMISSION 25 CENTS

TODAY

IT'S HERE

MEN'S GLEE CLUB CONCERT

Natural Science Auditorium

8 P.M. - 8 P.M.

ADMISSION 25 CENTS

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1, 1917

ART HUMPS of Waterloo, who are in school here a few years ago as who has been attending Miami University the past semester, is again enrolled in the University. He is living in the Kappa Sigma house.

Leo Lingenfelter is 6ft at football with himself. Mrs. Lingenfa-
ter was here for a few days last week.

THE MUSIC SCHOOLS

WILL BE OPEN

TO GIVE PROVIDE TO RAISE FUNS

Notes of Concert Hall

In addition to the regular classes, there will be held a special class in the study of musical composition at the University.

The concert for the purpose of raising funds for the school of music is the first program of the season.

"The concert is entirely of interest in- so much until I got to thinking about it. That said is speaking "Harbert Gurner's" The Hurricane. It is all the same to me at that time."

The proceeds of the bal will be devoted to the concert committee. A year ago the community was welding together. A program arranged for the concert committee only. The programs consist of a variety of the finest songs, the most popular songs, and the best music of both the English and American schools.

GURL MAY MEET SWIN

The next meeting of the music classes at the men who have given the last few hours. Tuesday, the beginning, is the only one in its kind. It will be held on Monday at 3:30 on Tuesday.

MISS MCELHINNY

Miss Mabel B. McElhenny, the mission director, is from the Department of Misses. Today, she is lecturing in Washita with the Indian girls who are in the various churches. She is a member of the Indian survey of that country.

R. B. Beams, a professor of the University and a member of the Board of Education, is at work in the church.